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The group ring ii(G) of a group G over a coefficient ring R is well known and 
so is the L1 group algebra 
l,(G) = 
I 
c a.g: a E C, c 1 ag 1 < 03 . 
P 1 
We study in this note 
I(R, G) = 1 q,g: 
I 
or,ER,gEG,limor, =0 , 
g 1 
where R is Z&&J the ring (field) of padic integers (numbers) equipped with 
the p-a&c valuation. Analogues of certain well known results for group rings 
and I,(G) are obtained for I(R, G). 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let R be a ring with identity and G a group. The group ring R(G) 
consists of all finite sums C apg with olg E R and g E G where equality, 
addition, and multiplication are defined in the natural way. Also, 
h(G) = 1 q,g: as, E C, g E G, c I 010 I < ~0 I B 
where C is the complex number field and I ] is the ordinary absolute 
value in the L1 group algebra and is well known (see [l-3]). It is possible 
to replace C by any ring with a vaiuation. In this paper we study the 
algebraic properties of 
Z(R, G) = c q,g: 
I 
olg E R, g E G, lim ag = 0 , 
B 
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where R is Z,(Q,), the ring (field) of p-adic integers (numbers) equipped 
with the p-adic valuation. We remark that in this case lim CX~ = 0 if and 
only if C IX~ is convergent. More generally, if R is any ring with identity 
and A is a two-sided ideal in R we can define f(B, G) where & = lim R/A”. 
Many of the results of this paper also hold for I(& G). 
2. DEFINITIONS AND BASIC FACTS 
Let G be any group, (2, the field of p-adic numbers, and Z, the ring 
ofp-adic integers. We define 
Z(Q, , G) = [x cygg: ag E Q, , g E G, lim cyg = 01 . 
Here, by lim 01~ = 0 we understand that given any E > 0, there exists a 
finite subset U(E) of G such that ~,(a!,) < E for all g # U(E) where v, is 
the p-adic valuation on Q, written multiplicatively. It is straightforward 
to verify that l(Q, , G) is a ring with componentwise equality, addition, 
and multiplication given by 
Define I(Z, , G) to be the subring of I(Q, , G) obtained by restricting all 
coefficients to be p-adic integers. 
In general, let A be a two-sided ideal in a ring R with identity. Let 
i? = @JI R/A” = 
1 
(..., xi ,..., xB , x,) E fi R/An: ai = xiel for i >, 2 
Vl=l 
where oli: RIAi + RIAi-l is the natural homomorphism. Define 
and only finitely many olp,i & 0 for each i . 
1 
Most of this paper concerns I(Q, , G) and I(Z, , G) but many of the 
results of the integral case follow in the same way for Z@, G). 
The usual augmentation map E: Z(Q, , G) -+ Q, , given by E(C oLgg) = 
C 01~ makes sense due to the convergence of C 01~. We would like to 
remark that if we write alp in its p-adic decomposition 
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then C 01~ is the limit of the partial sums 
The kernel of the augmentation map, {C oLgg: C ag = 0}, is denoted by 
d(Z(Q, , G)) and is called the augmentation ideal. It is easily seen that 
d(Z(Q, , G)) = {C, olg(g - 1): 0~0 E Q, , lim (all = 01. The augmentation 
ideal contains the ideal l(l(Q, , G)) generated by {(g - 1) 1 g E G}. In the 
case of group rings the two ideals coincide. We shall also need to use the 
right ideal generated by {h - 1 1 h E H, H a subgroup of G} and we shall 
denote it by 1+&Q, , G), H). If H is a normal subgroup of G, I(l(Q, , G), H) 
is usually different from d(l(Q, , G), H), the kernel of the natural homo- 
morphism Z(Q, , G) -+ l(Q, , G/H). 
THEORJM 2.1. I(&, , G) N hn~ I,,(G), where ID., is the ring of integers 
module p”. 
Proof. Let x = C agg E I(&, G) and ol, = C& ~~~~~~ E Z, . Define 
8: l(Z, , G) + J~IS I,,(G) by 
Since only finitely many ag have u,(ag) 3 E for any E, the right-hand side 
of the above equation lies in lim I,,(G). It is easily seen that 13 is a ring 
isomorphism. 
3. CHAIN CONDITIONS 
THEOREM 3.1. If I(R, G) is right Noetherian for R = Z, or Q, , then 
G satisjes the maximal condition on subgroups. 
Proof. As in the group ring case an increasing chain of subgroups Hi 
gives rise to an increasing chain of right ideals I&R, G), Hi) and the 
result follows. 
LEMMA 3.1 [4]. Let R be a commutative Noetherian ring with identity. 
Let A be an ideal of R. Then ~~IJI R/An is Noetherian. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let G be an Abelian group. Then the following are 
equivalent : 
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(i) Z(Z, , G) is Noetheriun; 
(ii) I(Q, , G) is Noetheriun; 
(iii) G is finitely generated. 
Proof. Assume (i) and let A, C A, C .a. be a strictly ascending chain 
of ideals in /(Q, , G). Then A, A I@,, G) C A, n l(Z, , G) C ... is a 
strictly ascending chain of ideals in 1(Z, , G). This is true since for x E Aj 
there exists an r such that p7x E Aj n 1(Z, , G). We have proved (i) 3 (ii). 
And (ii) * (iii) follows from Theorem 3.1. 
Now assume (iii). Then I(G), the integral group ring, is Noetherian [5]. 
It follows from Lemma 3.1 and Theorem 2.1 that I(&, , G) N lim I,,(G) 
is Noetherian. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
THEOREM 3.3. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) I(& , G) is prime; 
(ii) Z(Q, , G) is prime; 
(iii) G has no finite normal subgroups. 
Proof. Assume (i). Suppose A, B are two ideals of Z(Q, , G) with 
AB = 0. Then (A n Z(Z, , G)) and (B n 1(2,, G)) are two ideals of 
1(Z, , G) whose product is zero. Thus either A = 0 or B = 0. Therefore 
Z(Q, , G) is prime. Now assume (ii). We shall prove (iii). Suppose H is 
a finite normal subgroup of G. Then 
and therefore 
MQ, > G), HI * ( 1 h) = 0, 
heH 
which contradicts the primality of I(Q, , G). 
Finally assume (iii) and let A, B be two ideals of I(Z, , G) with A . B = 0. 
We have in the homomorphic image I,(G) N Z(Z, , G)/(p) that A . B = 0. 
But I,(G) is prime [6]. Therefore, either A C (p) or B C (p). Suppose 
A C (~3 but A g (pz+‘) and B C (p”) but B g (p”+l). Let 
and 
A’ = {xEZ(Z,, G):p’xeI} 
B’ = {x E l(Z, , G): p% E J}. 
Then A’ and B’ are ideals of &Z, , G) with A’ . B’ = 0 but A’ g (p) and 
B’ $ (p). This is a contradiction unless A = 0 or B = 0. This completes 
the proof. 
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By aping the proof of the group ring case [6] one obtains the next 
theorem. 
THEOREM 3.4. I(Q, , G) is Artinian ifand only ifG is$nite. 
4. RADICALS 
In this section we mention the prime radical and the Jacobson radical 
of l(Z, , G) and l(Q, , G). The study of the Jacobson radical of I(Q, , G) 
seems to be difficult but the determination of the Jacobson radical of 
l(Z, , G) reduces to a group ring problem by the next lemma. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let (Rr)~Es=l be rings with identity and 01~: Ri -+ R,-, be 
epimorphisms. Then J(b{Ri}) = h{J(RJ} where by b{J(Ri)} we mean 
{( . . . . r, ,..., r2 , rJ E lim Ri: r, E J(G) for 1 < m < a~}. 
Proof. Since each Ri is a homomorphic image of lim Ri , 
J(b(Ri)) C l&&J(R& 
follows with no difficulty. Conversely, observe that b{J(Ri)} is an ideal 
of b{Ri}, namely the ideal consisting of all sequences (..., x,, ,..., x2, x1) 
with xi E J(RJ for each i. Let yi be the right quasi-inverse of Xi for each 
1 < i < co. Then 
( . ..) xn ,*..> x2 7 Xl) + C-7 Yn T-*.7 Y2 9 Yd 
+( . . . . x, ,..., x2 , x1)( . . . . yn ,..., y2 , y,) = 0 
and notice that if x, + yn + x, yn = 0 then a,(~, + yn + x, yn) = 0 
and hence I&X,) + a,(~,) + ar,(x,) an(yn) = 0 where 01, is the natural 
epimorphism. It follows that x,-~ + a,( yn) + x,-~cY,( y) = 0 and 
therefore ynwl = a,(~,) due to the uniqueness of the right quasi-inverse. 
Hence (..., y, ,. . ., y2 , yl) E jim{R,). We conclude that b{J(RJ} is a right 
quasiregular ideal and hence is contained in J(&(R,}), proving the 
theorem. 
THEOREM 4.1. 
Proof. Theorem 2.1 and Lemma 4.1. 
Remark. It is well known that II(G) is semiprime. We are unable to 
decide if f(Z, , G) (equivalently &Q, , G)) is semiprime. 
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5. IDEMP~TENTS 
THEOREM 5.1. Let G be a locally nilpotent group. Then l(Z, , G) has 
a nontrivial idempotent if and only ifG contains an element of order prime 
to p. 
Proof. Let e = (..., a, ,..., a 2, aI) be a nontrivial idempotent in 
Z(Z, , G), where we have identified l(Z,, G) with l&I,.,(G) using 
Theorem 2.1. If a, = 0 then e E J(I(Z, , G)), since (p) C J(l(Z, , G)) 
which is impossible. If a1 = 1 then e is a unit in I@, , G) which is false. 
Hence aI is a nontrivial idempotent in Z,(G). Hence G has an element of 
order relatively prime to p (see [7, 81). 
The converse is trivial since if (o(g), p) = 1, then (1 + g + ... 
+ g”(Q)-l)/o(g) is a nontrivial idempotent in I(Z, , G). 
Remark. Bovdi and Mihovski [8] have conjectured that the group 
ring R(G) of an arbitrary group G over a commutative integral domain R 
has a nontrivial idempotent if and only if the order of some element of G 
is invertible in R. If this conjecture is true then the above proposition 
holds for arbitrary groups. 
Rider [2] has proved the analogue of the next theorem for Z,(G). 
THEOREM 5.2. Every central idempotent e = z a,g in l(Z, , G) has a 
finite support group, i.e., the group generated by all g with olg # 0 isjnite. 
Proof. Assume e # 0, 1. Then 2 E I,(G) N Z(Z, , G)/(p) is a central 
idempotent and by the argument in the last proposition 2 is nontrivial. 
Hence t? has finite support group H [6]. Since Ip,,-l(H) N i,,(H)/(p”-‘) 
and (p”-‘) is nilpotent in I,,(H), we may lift e to an idempotent 
u = (...) u, )...) u.2 , ui) in Z,(H) = 1(Z, , H) N lim I,,(H) by lifting it 
one step at a time. 
Now we observe that since e is central, e - u is an idempotent, and 
because e - u E (p) C J(1(Z,, G)), we conclude that e = u. Hence e has 
finite support group Ii. 
6. UNITS 
We show in this section that the problem of determining the units of 
l(Q, , G) reduces to a problem concerning the group rings I,,(G). First 
we observe that if x, y E &Q, , G> and xy = 1, then for some integers r, s 
we have p?x, p”y E I(Z, , G) and (prx)(p”y) = ~r+~. Conversely, if 
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X, y E I(&, , G) satisfy xy = pc for some r then (p-‘x) . y = 1. Hence the 
problem of determining the units of l(Q, , G) is equivalent to determining 
the solutions of xy = p’ in I(Z, , G). 
THEOREM 6.1. Let x E l(Z, , G). Then the foIlowing are equivalent: 
(i) there exists a y E l(Z, , G) such that xy = p’; 
(ii) there exists a y E IDV+z(G) such that % * y = p+ where 
Z E I(&, , G)/(p’+‘) _N &+1(G). 
Proof. If xy = p* for some r then 3 . jj = pr in IPr+l(G) and (i) P (ii). 
Assume now that there exists a y E I(& , G) with X * jj = p’ in 1,*+1(G), 
i.e., xy = pT + pr+b for a! E I(Z, , G). Then 
xy = p’(l +p). 
Since (p) C J(Z(Z, , G)), 1 + pa: is invertible and therefore there exists a 
z E 1(Z, , G) with xyz = pr. 
7. RESIDUAL NILPOTENCE 
In this section we prove that if G is a finitely generated torsion-free 
nilpotent group, then fin On(l(Q, , G)) = 0. This result for group rings 
over the rational number field goes back to Jennings [9]. We use the 
induction technique of Formanek [lo] and present the proof for the case 
of an infinite cyclic group. The rest of the argument being identical with 
that of Formanek will be omitted. 
THEOREM 7.1. Let G = (g) be an infinite cyclic group. Then 
n A”l(Q, , G) = 0. 
n 
Proof. Suppose x E fi, A”(l(Q, , G)). Using the identity ya - 1 = 
2( y - 1) + (y - 1)” we can write 
x = $J ai( g - l)i + g &(g-1 - l)i 
1 1 
= $dg 1 - l)d + 2 &(- l)i g-yg - l)i c*> 
= : (% + (- l)i &g-“)( g - l)i, 
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Also, since &(l(Q, , G)) = (g - 1)” I(Q, , G) we can write 
x = (g - l)n 1, for each n. (‘“1 
Because g - 1 is not a zero divisor we conclude from (*) and (**) that 
al - Big-l E 44Q, 7 GN and hence CL~ - fil = 0. 
Therefore 
a1 - p1g-l = B,g-‘(g - 1). 
Again dividing by (g - 1)2 we obtain from (*) and (**) that 
,‘3& + ~2 + ,%r2 E NQ, 9 GN and hence cy2 + f12 = -/I,. 
Continuing this procedure we get at the next step 
013 - 193 = Bl + 2152 9 
and in general 
an + C-1)” i% = r,& + rnp2P2 + ..* + r,,n-lPn--l , 
where the rc,j are integers satisfying 
(9 r,r,l = (- l)+l, 
(ii) r,,, + rn-l.s = -rn-l,s-l for 2 < s .< n - 2, 
(iii) r,,,_, = (-l)n-1 (n - 1). 
We proceed to prove that these relations imply that fii = 0 for all i. 
Given any natural number s we can choose n = n, such that 
L’21(%) < l/P” and %@??I) G l/P for all m > n. 
Then 
%A%+1 + (-lY+l pn+l + %a + (--lP p,) < l/P”. 
Now, 
%+1 + (-lY+l A+1 + %a + C-1)” Bn 
= b-+l.lPl + rn+1.2P2 + 1.1 + m+l,$n + rn& + rn,2B2 + me- + m,n-lPn-l 
z -rnJ2 - rn,2j93 - ..* - rn,n-2Pn-l + rn+l,n/L (by (i) and (ii)). 
Also, 
%+z + (-l)n+2 pn+2 + a,+1 + (-1)"+1 /Lfl 
= -rn+d2 - rn+1,2183 - .*f - rn+l,n-2Bn-l + y, 
where u,(y) < I/p”. 
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Adding, we conclude by using (i) and (ii) that 
% + (--1)"jsn + 2(%+, + (-WIL+l> + %+2 + (-1)~+2Bn+2 
= r,Js + m.2i34 + ... + rn,n-sPn-l + 6, 
where u,(6) < l/pS. 
Proceeding in this manner we obtain an expression for pnel as an 
integral linear combination of terms each having p-adic value ,<l/pS. 
It follows that u&3,-,) < l/ps. By induction it follows that v,(&) < l/p8 
for all i. Since s is arbitrary we can conclude that & = 0 for all i. It is 
easy to see that all 01~ = 0. Therefore x = 0. 
The induction argument mentioned at the beginning gives the next 
result. 
THEOREM 7.2. Let G be a finitely generated torsion-free nilpotent 
group. Then 
n W(Q, , GN = 0. 
n 
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